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I. The Universe

How and when has this universe come into being?

Perhaps, as present-day science explains, 13.8 billion years 

ago? The “how” still remains a great mystery. Perhaps this is 

also not the last word: rishis talk about an energy of creation 

that has no beginning and no end, an energy that permeates 

all universes. If this would stop for only a second, all that 

exists would collapse. The root word in Sanskrit for this 

The universe is expanding at an unimaginable speed. Within 

it are millions of galaxies. New stars are constantly coming 

into existence while others are dying. Our earth is part of a 

galaxy which we perceive in the night sky as the Milky Way.

An abundance of stars shine forth in the night sky. Some are 

so tiny that one can hardly see them; others shimmer 

brightly and still others form constellations that we all know. 

Their light that reaches our eyes today is presumably on 

route for millions of years; and whether these stars actually 

still exist is a question.
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creative energy, translated to English, is “projection”. It's 

not really so that out of nothing - from non-existence - 

comes existence. Thus there is and never has been a time 

when this creative energy is not and has not been 

operative. But it contains rhythms within that we can 

describe as involution and evolution. From the perspective 

of space and time, our universe finds itself in an 

evolutionary phase of projection.

Our planet came into existence about 4.5 billion years ago, 

a part of our solar system that is in turn a part of our galaxy 

that circles around the “dark sun” of its own center. In this 

way everything is connected - in fact, inseparably one. Our 

earth has undergone a wonderful development throughout 

her many years of existence. If we count one year for each of 

the 4.5 billion years, then each day represents about 12 

million years. In this way, the whole evolutionary process 

looks like this:“Imagine that the history of the earth would 
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be represented on a yearly calendar so that midnight on 

January 1st represents the formation of the earth and 

midnight on December 31st the present. Then every day of 

these earth-years would correspond to 12 million years of 

real history. On this scale, the first form of life appeared, a 

simple bacteria, somewhere in February. More complex 

forms of life however appeared much later. The first fish 

appeared around the 20th of November. Dinosaurs arrive 

on the 10th of December and disappear again from the 

picture on December 24th. Our first recognizable human 

form appears on the afternoon of the 31st of December. 

The homo sapiens - our species - appeared at about 11:45 

PM. Our whole recorded history of mankind, from antiquity 

to now, occurs in the last minute of the year.” *1)a

There are two remarkable “evolutionary leaps” that 

developed from what was considered the “lifeless”  *2)

matter of stone and water. First: the birth of single cell 

organisms. This marked the first great quantum leap in the 

history of evolution on earth. Then it took millions of years 

for more complex life forms to develop, like fish, insects, 
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birds and finally animals. And only on the 31st of December 

at 11:45 PM did a further, second great leap take place: the 

first groups of human beings appeared on our earth. It was 

these upright creatures, these creatures who are conscious 

of their existence. How this quantum leap actually 

happened is not yet fully explained. Here too was an 

evolutionary development with various stages and side lines 

like the Neanderthal to our present day homo sapiens 

sapiens. Worldwide, four stages are known that represent 

human development: Australopithecus, Homo habilis, 

Homo erectus, and Homo sapiens *3) Eventually, the homo 

sapiens sapiens was able to flourish, and became the only 

kind of human genus. This is special and distinct among the 

otherwise various developments of plant and animal species 

in the world. The history of Homo sapiens sapiens was 

carried out according to our model in the last three minutes.

And now our earth finds itself in the middle of another 

great quantum leap - the third: evolution becomes aware 

of itself.  ka
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What is manifesting in outer events is a mirror of human 

The Homo sapiens sapiens has existed on our earth for 

over 100,000 years. We all, whether black, yellow, red or 

white in skin color, are descendants of the first generation.  

Our DNA carries detectable traces of our ancestors and 

their pathways across all continents. We thus constitute a 

large family. In the process we are fairly “successful”, if we 

consider the numbers today - about 7.6 billion people - 

and their distribution on the earth. In the meantime, 

concerning our life on the planet, the human being is the 

dominant factor. An enormous development has taken 

place, with many moments of light but at the same time 

much suffering has been created. Now, alive in this 

present day we, as mankind, are clearly encountering 

certain limits, be they ecological, cultural or social. Many 

people know that a linear continuation of our known 

methods limited to an exclusive three-dimensional 

perspective is no longer going to help us along the way.
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consciousness in its entirety. Still today the total average 

human consciousness is founded mainly on the myth of 

separation. We people have the opinion that consciousness 

is limited to the body and is primarily generated through 

brain function. This myth produces the assumption that we 

are separate from all others. In this way we “experience” the 

world as something separate from ourselves. Ultimately we 

also feel the Source, the One, the Nameless as something 

separate from us. This carries explicit ramifications 

regarding our way of living and our cultural, political, social 

and economical visions for the world. Separation produces 

fear and is one of the root causes for actions that create 

suffering. The Buddhists describe what we call our 

everyday consciousness as a consciousness of ignorance, 

because it is based on the principle of separation.

In consideration of the evolution of human consciousness 

we can see an enormous development over the millenia: 

Jean Gebser speaks of a consciousness structure which 

demonstrates how the point of reference developed - from 
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Now a next quantum leap in the evolutionary development 

of our earth is in the wind: unity consciousness, which Jean 

Gebser describes as integral consciousness. This is a leap 

in consciousness that includes all of the previous separate, 

isolating stages of consciousness and transcends them. 

This is an immense occurrence of priceless value. It means 

that the present evolutionary quantum leap happening on 

our earth is being realized through human consciousness. 

Up to now the evolution on our earth has taken place so to 

speak “automatically”. Now something is fundamentally 

changing in the evolutionary movement on our planet: the 

human being is called to consciously collaborate. This is a 

archaic, to magical, to mythological and to rational. We 

walk through each one of these stages of consciousness 

from newborn to the age of an adult. Each new stage of 

consciousness is built upon the previous one and at the 

same time transcends it. These specific stages of consci-

ousness culminate in rational consciousness, which is 

based on the paradigm of separation between subject and 

object.
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step away from the separated self-and-world image into a 

conscious Being - now - which makes co-creation possible. 

We human beings are in this way invited to shape evolution, 

Being One, through our creative powers.

It is essentially quite simple: instead of identifying with “I am 

this and that”, we change our focus to “I am”. This is an 

expanded dimension of consciousness, in other words con-

sciousness per se. The consciousness of daytime, dream and 

deep sleep dance within this in different frequencies of 

density. Consciousness in itself is pure dynamic light. So in 

this quantum leap it is about a shift from ego to essence, in 

which the liberated power of the heart that is always directed 

toward the good of all, begins to serve. Expressed in still 

another way, this shift signifies: "out of two, become one“. *4)  

In this way above and below, ugly and beautiful, subject and 

object, heaven and earth, divine and human are united as one.
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This is a great step in the development of human conscious-

ness. All people are involved in this as we are talking about 

the development of all of humanity. A particular momentum 

of the power of pure consciousness is needed here so that 

the entire field of human consciousness will be able to 

vibrate in unity.

And exactly this is what it's all about: unity consciousness 

that oscillates between Nothing and Everything.

This collective quantum leap is just beginning to be 

realized. We are all right in the middle of this process, in 

this transition. This collective process can be described as a 

kind of metamorphosis, a metamorphosis similar to a 

caterpillar that turns into a butterfly. The transformation 

looks like this: before a caterpillar becomes a pupate, it 

gorges itself so that it can seek out a place to surrender to 

the metamorphosis process. It then begins to become a 

pupate and soon after closes itself completely in its own 

self-created cocoon. Then it is still. In this stillness, the first 

“imago-cells” begin to develop. For the immune system of 
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this caterpillar these cells are unfamiliar and strange and are 

thus in short order destroyed. A second thrust, however, 

produces another set of imago-cells during which the 

caterpillar cells experience a change: they begin to gradually 

disintegrate. In the meantime, the new imago-cells clump 

together, form the first groups and begin to link up as a 

network in the whole body of the caterpillar. And at some 

moment a certain momentum of the new power emerges 

that is able to transform in a self-organizing manner all the 

remaining cells of the caterpillar to cells of a butterfly. When 

this metamorphosis is completed, the butterfly is hatched 

from the cocoon and flies away. *5)

Perhaps our collective leap of consciousness - to a con-

scious humanity, understood as One Humanity - will be 

carried out in a similar manner. Who knows?! The imago-

cells of human beings that exist today are forming in 

groups throughout the world and are creating small islands 

of a new culture. They are beginning to network all over the 

world at the same time. 
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This process of transformation is irreversible even though it 

may not yet be visible. It is obvious, however, that the 

“caterpillar cell structure” is slowly disintegrating. It just needs 

so much decay - which generates an opening in the system - 

that will make possible a fundamental regeneration. 

The Homo sapiens sapiens knows that it knows. The Homo 

Universalis IS. The transformation always begins with oneself, 

that is with oneself in the sense of “Know thyself”. Along the 

way we experience a kind of archetypical process that is 

ultimately not a process. We discover what we have always 

been. 

The five following “acts of transformation” can be perhaps 

helpful for one's own alchemical inner process. They offer us 

an orientation ... 

All aspects of our life on earth will be based on, transformed 

and integrated by this quantum leap. 
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The first: Wake up!

Here it is about a radical forgiveness, about working with the 

shadow, about withdrawing projections and the recognition 

and dissolving of conditionings. Whenever we react to an 

inner or outer event with insecurity, hurt, anger, irritation, 

aggression or depression - for longer than three minutes - 

we most certainly have an unconscious proportion of that 

within. Our work is to recognize and transform this. A 

recommendation here would be “The Work” by Byron Katie 

or to look for help in other forms of self-knowledge and 

Every moment is an invitation to be fully present in the 

Now. The “taste” of Now is Sat-Chit-Ananda: Truth - 

Beingness - Pure consciousness - Bliss. Many people are 

already familiar with this “One Taste”. A deep peacefulness 

in great stillness radiates and extends within. For many of 

us today, it is about stabilizing this “awareness” from 

moment to moment throughout the day so that this 

Presence becomes a root strength in life.

The second: Clear out!
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The third: Grow up!

self-reflection such as spiritual dreamwork. This cleanup 

process frees the person from all aspects that shroud his 

or her true nature. One becomes in this way transparent 

and develops an inherent deep empathy for everything 

that is, light as well as dark. In this way opposites and 

contradictions are united.

Here, first, it's about taking responsibility for one's own 

life. Only in this way can the persona change into the 

fullness of “I am”. Furthermore it is about integrating all 

aspects of our human beingness into awareness that 

inherently loves what is. Do I have love for my body? How 

do I nourish myself? How do I communicate with the 

people in my life? Where do I go off into separation? How 

do I live with my partner? What relationship do I have to my 

children, parents, or at work? How do I act with plants and 

animals, and am I aware of Mother Earth in her beauty? Do I 

have times of quiet and stillness where I can listen to my 

heart that guides me through life? Do I think, speak and 

16



Here it's about the unique, evolutionary Self. 

Within each human being is a very specific gift or talent. 

Each and every human being is essentially a unique, divine 

expression of the undivided One. 

If we truly live and embody our unique Self, we are like a 

“fish in water”. Joy is our guide. 

If each person lives his or her unique Self that is always in 

service to the Whole, these single notes become synchro-

nized to create a universal symphony. Everything blossoms 

within stillness as Being into Becoming. The evolutionary 

Self of humanity is born.

If we are many who develop in this way, a kind of second 

“Renaissance” will become a reality. What a joy this is!

act as a citizen of the world in that I feel and recognize all 

beings as part of my Self? Do I recognize the cosmic dream 

for what it is - a reflection in the mirror, the one inseparable 

reality? Am I able to love boundlessly, as the One Heart? 

The fourth: Flourish!
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The Fifth: Stand up!

What is meant here with standing up is that, wherever we are, 

in every area of our life we embody a conscious, natural and 

spontaneous expression of All/One. We stand up consci-

ously and conscientiously for One World, One Humanity, One 

Consciousness - and this in quite practical ways: in politics, 

human rights, economy, education, finances, culture, and 

many others. Together, we consciously create a new culture 

that emerges from the hearts of everyone. This standing up 

brings together the seemingly disparate inner and outer 

events in human life to a universal, dynamically-effective 

alchemy of transformation; this emerges from the stillness 

of the eternal Nameless Now.

The expression “to stand up” implies also “to resurrect”. We 

begin in awareness which inherently loves all that is, to 

explore and apply the field of all probabilities for the good 

of all. With this, both physical and metaphysical potentials 

are employed in conscious Beingness. Thus co-creation 

can be realized with facility and ease.
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When we inquire who we really are, we leave the three-

dimensional perspective whose laws operate within time 

and space. Quantum physics helps us to expand our 

picture of self and world. The world is not really like it 

appears. Today we know that everything that exists on our 

earth is based upon an atomic structure that reveals itself 

in a multiplicity of forms - from very simple to highly 

complex creations. On closer inspection, the atomic 

structure splinters into even smaller “particles” - quirks 

and quarks - that are no longer a definable thing. If we 

remain in the perspective of the atomic level, it becomes 

clear that matter is 99.99% empty. This means that we 

human beings are an empty space of 99.99%. This is very 

interesting! We can also see this empty space as “dark” 

light or simply as a divine field of light. It's a field filled with 

highly dynamic information, and it can perhaps be 

described as a power in itself which can breathe life into 

forms of the three-dimensional reality.

19
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The Homo universalis identifies with the “Empty Light 

Field”. This means that he transcends the perspective of 

the Homo sapiens sapiens that orients itself above all to 

the three-dimensional perspective within space and time. 

The 3-D perspective is just as familiar to the Homo 

universalis. He knows the laws that govern day and night, 

gravity and its forces, light and darkness. He includes and 

transcends this perspective, which is the actual quantum 

leap:

In the Now there is no past, present or future. Everybody all 

a once is inseparably one - eternal, infinite in the here and 

now. Rooted in awareness from moment to moment we are 

one with the “Empty Light Field” and have access to the 

field of all probabilities.

The fundamental and first quality of the “Empty Light 

Field” is “Sat-Chit-Ananda”. This is a field filled with 

kindness, love, and healing in radiating consciousness. 

This is exactly what we human beings are - 99.99%. This 

knowledge is an invitation, the actual quantum leap into 
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the undivided unity of all Being and Becoming as Not-Two - 

now! In this, a cosmic intelligence takes effect that 

increases the human intellect a thousandfold. In aware-

ness this has a self-organizing, self-correcting and self-

renewing effect. The basic principle of evolution that up to 

this point has developed in one direction in that it has 

produced ever more complex forms with a deeper 

consciousness, is now “recognized”. The Homo universalis 

is conscious, that is, he operates as an active and passive 

co-creator for the good of the Whole. He draws from the 

“Empty Light Field” that he is. In this way co-creation 

becomes possible, whose first quality or information 

irrefutably harbors within itself Sat-Chit-Ananda. Out of 

this capacity a new earth can arise, one that is able to unite 

heaven and earth. ein
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This collective process of transformation that we will 

retroactively recognize as a quantum leap is carried out in 

the three-dimensional perspective gradually. It appears to 

need time - and can take a couple of generations until it's 

done. It is like a global never-before played-out puzzle, 

whose pieces on never-before levels of unity are being put 

together in a new way. The final picture of a new culture on 

our earth is not yet visible. The picture (“imago”) however 

has a dynamic blueprint that lies hidden in the hearts of 

human beings. It reveals itself slowly. All people carry 

within a kind of archetypal picture of a world that vibrates 

in harmony with the whole so that heaven can manifest on 

earth. We are essentially all the same and at the same time 

unique. If people take time to go inside and listen in the 

stillness of being to what a new earth will look like, 

synchronous pictures (imago-cells) arise. We are all 

99.99% made of the same “stuff” - the Light-Empty-Space. 

This expresses itself for the individual person through the 

prism “body” as individual color or sound. Everything that 
22
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This development is supported through the special influ-

ence of the photon light that is streaming from the galactic 

sun into our solar system. This pressure of light creates 

tension; this means that conflicts are appearing on the 

surface of the three dimensional reality of our earth. 

Everything unfinished of this world will be sooner or later 

brought to light, to be seen and integrated. The global 

With this, the “Light-Empty-Love field” begins to push 

itself so to speak into the world of three dimensions so 

that old structures that are based on fear begin to dissolve. 

In this way a world that is based on love and compassion 

can be formed in co-creation.

exists is immanent and transcendent “Light-Empty-Love”. 

A higher order of harmony vibrates inherently within this. 

It has the quality of truth, beauty and goodness which 

reflects the first property of Sat-Chit-Ananda. The blue-

print incubates within this. When it is recognized through 

human consciousness, the “imago-principle” starts to 

take effect.
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challenges of today are to be understood in this context. We 

can see and accept them as evolutionary crises, as creative 

tension. This creative tension is a pretty big challenge to us 

today, both individually and collectively. We get deeply 

shaken or unsettled, and often react in the old patterns of 

aggression or depression. It appears that what we have 

always constructed our life upon slips away like sand 

between the fingers. Contained within this is an invitation 

to anchor oneself in awareness - now - completely in 

witness consciousness; this is the only thing not subject to 

change in this world, during which everything that has form 

goes through change with ever-increasing speed.

At the same time it is perceptible that the individual is part 

of the collective field of consciousness. The “veils” of the 

individual demarcation are becoming thinner. The leap in 

consciousness is a collective shift. It is as if the birth of the 

Homo universalis needs to energetically push though the 

density of the homo sapiens sapiens. And only Love in 

awareness is able to do this. The birth process is a process 

that gives birth to the Homo universalis.
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Many of us understand the present events of our world in 

an evolutionary context and act as far as possible in 

Doing/Not-Doing. However, we are often not yet able to 

sustain our being in the Now to allow Becoming to emerge 

with spontaneity and ease. One foot is stuck - also 

collectively limited - in the old paradigm, so to speak, 

while the other is already standing in the new one in which 

we are co-creating together a New Earth.

With New Earth, we are talking about an inseparable unity 

consciousness that expresses itself in the three-dimensional 

world in a natural way through love in action. 

Our world, the way it appears today, is very split. Over 

three billion people still live in poverty and need, while a 

very thin layer of people possess excessive wealth.  At the 

same time the entire world of finance is in the hands of a 

few people. The dualistic powers of “me first” - whether 

individual or collective as nation - and the many living 
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beings, who at times are brutally exploited, are visible 

today to everyone. If we live in a disconnected way in this 

three-dimensional perspective, we reproduce variations in 

this basic suffering pattern of dualistic, separate isolation. 

If we are capable of living multi-dimensionally in 

Being/Now, we have the possibility of “surfing” the duality 

principle, i.e. of riding the waves as the ocean. In this way 

we are no longer victims of duality but instead are able to 

employ our creative powers for the good of all. This is in 

itself a quantum leap. Hence it will become possible for us 

to master the enormous challenges of our time.

How do we begin with this? Where am I right now? Ah, I'm 

sitting at the office. Looking out the window, I see the tree. 

Ah, this tree - how very beautiful it is! Its green leaves quiver 

in the wind. Each leaf is unique. In awareness, in asto-

nishment, this “quivering in the wind” is emptiness - a small 

miracle. This is a Seeing in Not-seeing, which is true seing. 

Herein is the entire world inseparably one. Deep peace 

lights up the mind, a love for all that is, be it light or dark. 
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The three-dimensional perspective is also contained within 

this but I am no longer identified with it. 

Through this emerges a freedom in the human being that 

becomes active now simply out of Love. In this Doing/Not-

Doing, there is no future success to celebrate - also no 

failure - for the moment is in itself perfectly fulfilling - 

again: 99.99% “Empty Light Love”. What more could one 

want? Deepest gratitude for just this moment arises in the 

heart. This still joy of the heart - now - creates our future in 

this world. If we are many, a New Earth comes into being.

How can we orient ourselves in this time of great change? In 

what can we have trust during this time of great global 

activity? In that, which is conscious humanness: in the 

99.99% “Empty Light Love” field. This is beyond any form 

and yet contains every form. This field of Light contains 

within itself the creative power that brings forth all and 
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Every moment is an invitation to this. As orientation we 

choose - always anew, now - to align our attention from a 

purely physical, sense-related perception to the actual 

source of all Being and Not-Being. In other words, we focus

everything. We human beings mirror this light into matter. 

In this way we are actually transformers. First: in a multi-

dimensional sense, a part of us was and is always at home 

in the field of light of ur-creation, in which we are “free”, 

full of love and boundless. Another part of us compresses 

and embodies itself in the context of the three-

dimensional world, in which we often still experience our 

so-called everyday world from the perspective of 

separation. Both of these aspects must now be united. It is 

like mirror and reflection. Each one “causes” the other: 

without the mirror, no reflection; without reflection, 

nothing. The reflection emerges out of the Imago-power, 

or the creative energy that projects “images”. It appears 

very real to us but is essentially empty. Mirror and 

reflection are Not-Two. To realize this deeply within is to 

unify.
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our attention in awareness on the “Light Empty Field”. With 

this something radical happens: a dynamic full of light is 

set free that begins a healing and harmonizing effect on all 

of life. This light dynamic in the Now is extraordinarily 

powerful. Out of this emerged the entire evolution. Within 

this is everything inseparably one.

In awareness, or witness consciousness - now - there is a 

quantitative aspect that takes in everything that exists, 

from smallest to largest, in Love. And, there is a qualitative 

aspect: the light in itself that actually makes possible to 

perceive reality as it is. In this way the Form and the Form-

less, the Formless and the Form unite in Not-Two.

In this unified dynamic play of limited and limitless, the 

golden equation Pi becomes meaningful. Pi reflects a law 

of cosmic harmony, like Leonardo da Vinci and others have 

The mystery takes place within awareness. The bodily 

limitations are liberated in pure consciousness in which 

the physical vibrates at a certain frequency within space 

and time in a wonderful way.
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known. In this way, simply expressed, two thirds of 

“awareness” rest in the “Light Empty Field” - the Formless - 

and a third in Form. Sometimes it is exactly the other way 

around. This golden equation “holds” Form and Formless in 

such a loving dynamic way that it is free to create as it will. 

Though spirit brings forth matter, matter is still nothing 

other than transformed spirit. In the aforementioned 

awareness, neither an identification with emptiness nor 

with matter is feasible. This is a dynamic play of different 

frequencies in Nothingness, which through the awareness 

of human beings contains a co-creative direction: we 

shape evolution.

In this way each moment is an invitation to be anchored, 

relaxed and highly concentrated in the Present that contains 

all potentials of Becoming within itself. This contains a 

harmonizing, healing power that becomes operative with 

the highest intelligence in a self-organizing, self-correcting 

and self-renewing manner. Its basis is the principle of 

kindness. The possibility is now given to us as aware human 

beings to collaborate in our evolution in a Doing/Not-Doing.
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The more we human beings are rooted in the “I am” or the 

“Empty Light Field” from moment to moment, the more 

malleable the apparently enshrined laws in the conscious-

ness of the three-dimensional world become. New 

possibilities appear: more and more people on this earth 

live no longer exclusively in the reality bound by space and 

time. They are more and more able to “stand” in the power 

of Now that is eternal beyond space and time. The overall 

consciousness of humanity is being raised. Within this, 

new basic principles are shining forth that facilitate a new 

co-creative culture in togetherness:

First principle: The Highest

THAT, which is beyond the nameable is eternal, the Source - 

sometimes called Tao, Paramatman, Christ consciousness, 

Allah - is accessible everywhere and in each moment. NOW!

No time is needed to break through old energy patterns or 

to reconcile past things; for the greatest reconciliation can 
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take place in Presence, when we people are in All-Love. No 

trainings, no methods, no paths of development are 

needed ... all of these can be helpful but are not necessary, 

as the direct, immediate access to the Now - the power of 

the present and of Love - IS - for everyone who wishes for 

this.

Joy is the guiding light as dynamic expression for every 

person. We are all unique and at the same time all-one. 

Second Basic principle: The Pure Heart

The pure heart is revealed to us in deepest moments of 

silence. This is now accessible at any moment for all people, 

independent of events in space and time.

Beyond light and shadow, above and below, right and left, 

the light of inseparable All-Love is shining. The pure heart 

is groundbreaking for this newly developing culture of 

humanity. It reflects THAT in this world. It recognizes itself 

in awareness.

Third basic principle: Joy
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Fourth basic principle: Freedom

Following joy, our way of life unfolds in harmony with the 

whole. Furthermore, our talents develop in the freest and 

best possible way, always aligned for the benefit of the 

totality. There is no comparison, judgment or competition in 

this. Following joy, every individual is “right” in his or her 

own way - now, just like that! She/he can understand 

her/himself as an inseparable part of the entire cosmic 

symphony.

The inheritance of every human being is complete freedom. 

How do we become free - really free  - free from karma, free 

from being injured, free from individual or collective guilt 

and shame, from solidified ideas about the future - free 

from habits, hierarchies, and trusted traditions? 

We follow simply the inner light - step by step - in undivided 

unity of all Being, trusting in THAT and its inherent effective 

love-intelligence that reveals itself in stillness. In this great 

freedom we begin to co-create as everybody all at once. 

This means to manifest heaven on earth.
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Sixth basic principle: In Harmony with Beauty

There is a natural beauty that bestows dignity to everything 

that is. Beauty is an expression for the divine in this world. 

Looking from space, our earth is very beautiful. The naked 

rock there is also beautiful ... Every being harbors a special 

beauty within, when one looks closely.

It is a lively beauty which reveals itself through rhythms in 

Unintentionally/intentionally, resting in all and everything - 

Doing in Not-Doing - motionless/dynamic, in each 

moment fresh, IT is creating from the source of the “Empty 

Light Field” evolutionary unfoldments into billions of forms 

as a single gesture of Love in Nothingness. Divine life is 

shining with conscious Being and Love in every gesture, 

every blink of an eye - be it in west or east, north or south, 

high or low. IT is realizing itself. Creator and creation dance 

in an inseparable unity through the conscious human heart. 

Nothing is too small, nothing is too large - only the one 

breath ... now, just like that!

Fifth basic principle: Divine Life
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Only a silent heart without personal demands, without 

passions - whatever their nature, constructive or destruc-

tive - can bring Light into this world. We are all invited to 

do this - because only through this can all and everything 

synchronize into a higher order of harmony in the new 

evolutionary flow.

the three-dimensional world like day and night, ebb and 

flood, moon and sun cycles or the seasons. When we are 

one with these natural rhythms, the higher order of 

harmony in this world that expresses itself in beauty 

becomes visible. Knowledge of the duality game allows the 

perceived ugliness to be included in this beauty. If we 

human beings are in harmony with everything that is, we 

begin to create beauty as a reflection of divine harmony on 

our earth.

Seventh basic principle: Silence

In the stillness of Being, the heart becomes a luminous 

sun. It shines forth as an eternal light of Love - just like 

that! This is the actual dynamic power of Being that is able 
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Ninth basic principle: Co-creation

Eighth basic principle: Multidimensional

Co-creation starts with the individual who recognizes his 

creative power in Presence and is able to identify with it. 

This forms the actual “imago cells” that are rooted 

consciously in the “Empty Light Field” from moment to 

moment. Very awake in the Now, we recognize in this way 

our evolutionary task as an individual that is part of a larger 

to consciously bring about evolutionary Becoming.

We humans are multidimensional, which means we have 

access to different dimensions of beingness at the same 

time. We are able to receive and choose various frequencies 

of consciousness, like a radio station. Each frequency has its 

legitimacy. These frequencies are a kind of “tone” that 

vibrates in different dimensions within the one inseparable 

reality. We can employ them all in the light of All-Light for 

the good of the whole. All frequencies appear in 

Nothingness, in Emptiness. Multidimensional Being rests in 

the “Empty Light Field”.
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common work in which ultimately all of humanity is 

integrated. Our actual work is to bring the Light Power of 

Love into this world. We can apply this in a creative and 

playful way. The exact form of conscious evolution that is 

being created as the New Earth is not set but follows the 

cosmic laws of kindness, beauty and harmony. In this way 

the whole is optimized in its diverse dynamic. This Light 

Love Power can become fully effective when we are clearly 

the “Light Empty Field”. To employ this power consciously 

as individual and ultimately as awakened humanity is a 

fundamentally new dimension in human beingness. This is 

the realization of the quantum leap: to manifest heaven on 

earth.
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The Homo universalis IS because he is not. He “knows” that 

nothing exists beyond himself. And he has deeply 

“experienced” how creative projections allow world and self 

images to appear like images on a screen. The screen itself 

is empty. Both are inseparably unified, “connected” in love 

and wisdom. The Home universalis has fully transcended 

himself as human being. All of his human aspects are 

integrated in dignity. He is master of himself – i.e. Nothing 

and Everything - finally normal! It is this A-perspective that 

moves all the subordinated holon-type perspectives into 

the “right” light. The Homo universalis understands the dual 

game of this world and knows how to creatively help shape 

it. It is perfect in itself. Now the universal spirit makes it 

possible to solve the challenges of this world in a creative 

and playful way, challenges  largely caused by the homo 

sapiens sapiens. One's own transformation infuses the 

necessary light into matter so that a New Earth can emerge.  

With this begins a new “history of mankind”: a universal 
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art, universal energy, and universal concepts about 

resources all will unfold.

There are moments in which I “feel” the Homo universalis 

within me ... something infinitely tender wakens. This is 

the New Earth that is being reflected in all her various 

facets. In this way I “see” how the Homo universalis is in 

harmony with all and everything. He is now a cosmic being 

who silently sings his multidimensional song in the 

symphony of the Whole. His “spirit” is empty, fully relaxed 

and at the same time highly focused - resting in the heart 

of hearts - the actual dynamo of all Being and Not-being. 

All evolutionary impulses as “Love in action” arise from 

this, in inseparable unity in the One Reality without two.

The Homo universalis is not something “fixed” but rather 

is adaptable, dynamic and transparent. She continually 

opens multi-dimensionally, grounded in the “Empty Light 

Field” and also reaching beyond. Anchored in the Now, she 

converts an intention into “Imago Feeling Language” that 

flows from absolute stillness. She uses the power of light 



as carrier of information, in order to manifest what inhe-

rently serves the good of the Whole. In the process she 

employs her life energy that is in harmony with the “Light 

Empty Field”. Through spiritual collective power and with a 

playful ease that combines with the feeling of Presence 

from the heart, she “wills” form. In this way co-creation is 

possible.

The Homo universalis recognizes himself as part of all 

universal capacities and yet is beyond these as well. This 

means that from moment to moment in Presence he is 

cosmos. Within this is reflected our earth, our solar system, 

our galaxy, the entire universe. Through his developed 

multidimensional capabilities, he lives completely in the 

Here and Now and is at the same time cosmically open in his 

consciousness. He can make use of all sources from the 

causal, subtle or gross planes. Because he fully recognizes 

his deepest Being as creative Lightpower, he has access to 

the innermost essence of matter. Through this light of 

consciousness, matter becomes “realized”. Its density 

becomes malleable in the presence of the Homo universalis, 
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The Homo universalis understands herself to be part and 

whole at the same time. As a cell in the body of humanity, 

she aligns herself quite naturally. Every “I and mine” has 

become transparent in this body of humanity. Aware of her 

personal/impersonal gestalt and individuality, she adapts 

in joy to the lively conscious structure “Humanity” as meta-

holon of her Self. At this point, collective wisdom will 

become fully effective. Giving expression to its own genius 

spirit, all cells will now dance together the cosmic dance in 

Nothingness. Through this an indescribable creative power 

of light will be set free. A new Earth will unfold with great 

ease within this in Being and Becoming. Single cells will 

form into resonance groups who will take over certain 

functions on the earth. The evolution on our earth will now 

be forming itself in a conscious way. Everything is possible 

i.e. changeable. In the present fully-conscious love 

relationship between creator and creation, Love is the 

actual dynamic design power behind all existence. The 

embodiment of this Love brings about a New Earth in 

inseparable unity. 
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The Homo universalis is luminous Love-Consciousness, 

as long as it is in harmony with the cosmic law of “Sat-

Chit-Ananda” that corresponds to the universal non-dual 

principle of truth, beauty and goodness. This inherently 

follows the cosmic design that produces harmony on all 

levels of Being and Becoming.

The Homo universalis recognizes his light-body as that 

which IS. Through this, sickness, ignorance and death - if 

desired - are transcended on this earth. This is the actual 

quantum leap, the great liberation from suffering. The 

Homo universalis knows that his first duty is to anchor 

humanity in a New Earth - a way of life that is heaven on 

earth. He also knows that Planet Earth exists in a cosmic 

context. A further task of awakened humanity as Homo 

universalis will be to make available its “experiences” in 

the cosmos. This implies that our evolutionary develop-

ment on the earth is in the service of a still larger realm of 

consciousness. As time does not really exist, the question 

of when is irrelevant. 
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through which she loves her creation unconditionally. A 

Light Field of all possibilities is revealed which she, with 

great joy and freely-accepted responsibility for the Whole, 

playfully shapes.

Be! And love everybody all at once as pure, divine Light - 

now!
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*1)  Donald Walsh, quoted in “New World, New Mind” from Robert 

 Ornstein and Paul Ehrlich 

*4) Gospel of Thomas, Logion 22

*2)   “lifeless” here defined in scientific terms. In a deeper 

 understanding and sense, water and stone are definitely 

 “alive”

*3) see Dieter Broers, „Der verratene Himmel, Rückkehr nach 

 Eden”, p. 71

*5) „Raupe und Schmetterling“, excerpts from the book, "Zukunft 

 entsteht aus der Krise", Geseko von Lüpke in an interview 
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